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We can accurately predict race 
from proxies like name and address.
But how do we use these predictions 
to estimate racial disparities?
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LAST NAME

Hernández

ADDRESS

Stockton, CA

Pr(Hispanic) = 0.979 

Bayes’ Rule

Pr(White) Pr(Black) Pr(Hisp.) Pr(Asian) Pr(AI/AN) Pr(Other)

Bayesian Improved Surname Geocoding (BISG) 
generates probabilistic predictions of individual race 
using Census data on locations, last names, and race.

How can we use these BISG predictions to estimate
a disparity like E[X | White] – E[X | Black] ?
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Researchers often weight the 
outcome X by the BISG probabilities.

This approach is biased unless the 
effect of race is fully mediated by 
name and address:  X ⫫ R | S, G.

We provide an alternative 
identifying assumption:

X ⫫ S  |  R, G

This assumption allows us to 
accurately estimate racial 
disparities using name as an 
independent high-dimensional 
proxy for race. 
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We develop a simple Bayesian 
model to produce disparity 
estimates from BISG probabilities, 
using the identifying assumption. 

The new method produces better estimates 
of racial differences in party registration and 
turnout in North Carolina validation data.

● Scalable: Marginalize out 
unknown race vector for improved 
sampling, fit using stochastic 
variational inference (SVI)

● Flexible: can add covariates, 
combine random effects, or 
produce subgroup estimates

● Theoretical results on the 
magnitude and direction of the 
effect of non-sampling error on 
model estimates
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